
100 Thesis Statement Examples
for Review

● “Margaret Atwood’s ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ presents a

haunting dystopian world, prompting readers to reflect on societal structures.”

● “Martin Scorsese’s ‘The Irishman’ delves deep into the psyche of its characters,

showcasing his directorial genius.”

● “Samsung’s Galaxy S21 fuses functionality with design, though its battery life

leaves room for improvement.”

● “The newly opened ‘Cafe Delight’ boasts an eclectic menu but struggles with

service consistency.”

● “Netflix’s ‘The Crown’ brilliantly captures the nuances of the British monarchy,

making it a binge-worthy series.”

● “Nike’s latest running shoes offer unparalleled comfort but come with a hefty

price tag.”

● “Trevor Noah’s ‘Born a Crime’ is an enlightening memoir that seamlessly blends

humor and poignant moments.”

● “Taylor Swift’s ‘Folklore’ is a melodious departure from her usual genre, proving

her versatile artistry.”

● “The MacBook Air M1 is Apple’s crowning achievement in balancing performance

and portability.”

● “Spielberg’s ‘Schindler’s List’ remains a cinematic masterpiece, shedding light on

humanity’s darkest hours.”

● “The PlayStation 5, while boasting groundbreaking graphics, suffers from limited

availability.”



● “The vegan dishes at ‘Green Haven’ are a delight, offering both flavor and

nutritional value.”

● “Disney’s ‘Mulan’ remake, although visually stunning, lacks the charm of the

original animation.”

● “Fender’s latest guitar series is a boon for professionals, though beginners might

find them overwhelming.”

● “Erin Morgenstern’s ‘The Starless Sea’ is a lyrical journey through whimsical

worlds, though it occasionally loses its narrative thread.”

● “The ‘Zen Retreat Spa’ offers a holistic wellness experience but could benefit

from a wider range of services.”

● “Billie Eilish’s ‘When We All Fall Asleep, Where Do We Go?’ pushes musical

boundaries, heralding a new era of pop.”

● “The Pixel 6, with its AI capabilities, sets a new standard, though it falls short in

the aesthetics department.”

● “Amazon’s ‘The Boys’ offers a gritty take on superheroes, breaking away from

conventional portrayals.”

● “The latest Adidas workout gear combines style with functionality but demands a

premium.”

● “The new Honda Accord impresses with its fuel efficiency, though the interior

design feels dated.”

● “BBC’s adaptation of ‘Pride and Prejudice’ remains unparalleled in capturing the

essence of Austen’s classic.”

● “While GoPro’s latest model offers groundbreaking stabilization, its battery life

remains a sore point.”

● “Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty line is revolutionary in its inclusivity, setting new

standards for the cosmetic industry.”



● “Ubisoft’s ‘Assassin’s Creed Valhalla’ offers a rich historical setting, but

glitches occasionally disrupt gameplay.”

● “While the ‘Eco Bistro’ boasts an organic menu, its dishes often lack seasoning

and flavor.”

● “Jordan Peele’s ‘Get Out’ is a masterclass in blending horror with societal

commentary.”

● “The Dyson V11 stands out in performance among vacuum cleaners, but its price

is discouraging for many.”

● “Spotify’s user interface makes it the top choice for music streaming, though its

podcast section could be improved.”

● “Stephen King’s ‘The Institute’ reiterates his prowess in writing gripping narratives

but treads familiar themes.”

● “The newly launched Microsoft Surface Pro excels in versatility but struggles with

battery longevity.”

● “‘Circe’ by Madeline Miller is a spellbinding retelling of mythology, highlighting the

nuances of its titular character.”

● “While the Xbox Series X boasts impressive specs, its game library needs

expansion.”

● “Leonardo DiCaprio’s performance in ‘The Revenant’ is raw and captivating,

making it a cinematic gem.”

● “Nikon’s latest DSLR camera offers stunning photo quality but falls short in video

capabilities.”

● “The ‘Mountain View Resort’ provides a serene escape, though its dining options

are limited.”

● “Beyonce’s ‘Lemonade’ is a powerful blend of music and activism, showcasing

her evolution as an artist.”



● “Adobe’s Photoshop remains the top choice for professionals, though its

steep learning curve is daunting for newbies.”

● “Joaquin Phoenix’s portrayal in ‘Joker’ provides a harrowing look into mental

health issues, making it a standout film.”

● “The Tesla Model X, with its innovative features, is reshaping the automobile

industry.”

● “George Orwell’s ‘1984’ is eerily relevant today, underlining the dangers of

unchecked power.”

● “While the iPhone SE offers value for money, it lacks the flair of its high-end

counterparts.”

● “Netflix’s ‘Stranger Things’ blends nostalgia with suspense, creating an

irresistible binge-watch.”

● “While Bose’s new headphones provide exceptional sound, they are not the most

comfortable for extended use.”

● “Barack Obama’s ‘A Promised Land’ is an introspective memoir providing

invaluable insights into his presidency.”

● “Sony’s Bravia range offers unmatched picture quality, but its sound system could

use an upgrade.”

● “The ‘Desert Oasis Retreat’ stands out for its rejuvenating experiences, though

it’s far removed from urban amenities.”

● “Ariana Grande’s ‘Sweetener’ album showcases her vocal prowess, though some

tracks feel repetitive.”

● “The Nikon Z5, while great for photography enthusiasts, might be an overkill for

casual users.”

● “HBO’s ‘Game of Thrones’, despite its controversial ending, has set a benchmark

for fantasy television.”



● “The Google Home smart speaker, with its intuitive features, stands out in the

crowded smart home market.”

● “Ernest Hemingway’s ‘The Old Man and the Sea’ is a testament to human

resilience and determination.”

● “Canon’s EOS series offers versatility for both amateurs and professionals,

though its price range is vast.”

● “Marvel’s ‘Avengers: Endgame’ serves as a fitting conclusion to an epic saga,

balancing emotion with action.”

● “Fitbit’s latest model excels in tracking accuracy but lacks in battery longevity.”

● “Starbucks, while offering a wide coffee range, often compromises on the

personal touch of local cafes.”

● “Christopher Nolan’s ‘Dunkirk’ is a technical marvel, but its narrative feels

disjointed at times.”

● “The Galaxy Tab series is a strong contender to the iPad, offering versatility at a

competitive price.”

● “Paulo Coelho’s ‘The Alchemist’ remains a timeless tale of dreams and destiny.”

● “‘The Mediterranean Breeze’ restaurant offers authentic flavors but could work on

ambiance.”

● “Apple Watch, with its health features, is more than just a smart accessory.”

● “Lana Del Rey’s ‘Norman F***ing Rockwell’ is a musical journey of melancholy

and romance.”

● “While Canon’s mirrorless cameras offer innovation, they come with a steep

learning curve.”

● “Amazon Prime’s ‘The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel’ is a refreshing take on comedy,

set against a vibrant period backdrop.”

● “Samsung’s QLED TVs, while providing stunning visuals, are on the pricier side.”



● “Agatha Christie’s ‘And Then There Were None’ is a masterful suspense that

keeps readers on edge.”

● “Bose’s SoundTouch 300 offers cinematic sound but falls short in bass depth.”

● “The French bakery ‘La Delice’ offers authentic pastries but is often crowded due

to limited seating.”

● “Hulu’s ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ is a chilling adaptation, shedding light on societal

regression.”

● “The Tesla Model 3, while revolutionary in design, often faces software glitches.”

● “Tom Hanks’ performance in ‘Saving Private Ryan’ delivers a raw portrayal of the

horrors of war, making it an iconic film.”

● “The latest update of the Android OS impresses with its user-friendly features but

is not without minor bugs.”

● “The Broadway musical ‘Hamilton’ revolutionizes theater by blending history with

contemporary music genres.”

● “Sony’s WH-1000XM4 headphones provide noise-cancellation at its best, but

their hefty price tag is a deterrent for some.”

● “J.K. Rowling’s ‘Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban’ brilliantly blends

mystery and magic, setting the tone for the series’ darker undertones.”

● “The ‘Seaside Resort’ is perfect for a tranquil getaway, but its remote location

might not appeal to those seeking more lively surroundings.”

● “Lady Gaga’s ‘Chromatica’ is a powerful return to her dance-pop roots,

resonating with many of her longtime fans.”

● “Adobe Premiere Pro stands tall in video editing software but demands a

high-performance machine for smooth functioning.”

● “Scorsese’s ‘The Wolf of Wall Street’ is a gritty dive into corporate greed,

bolstered by DiCaprio’s stellar performance.”

● “Fitbit’s Versa 3 excels in sleep tracking, but its design is somewhat generic.”



● “The novel ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ by Harper Lee remains a poignant

exploration of racial and moral complexities in the American South.”

● “LG’s OLED TV lineup boasts unrivaled picture quality, but concerns over screen

burn-in persist.”

● “The restaurant ‘Urban Eats’ offers innovative fusion cuisine, though sometimes it

tries too hard to impress.”

● “The movie ‘Parasite’ by Bong Joon-ho is a masterclass in genre-blending,

tackling social issues with dark humor.”

● “Apple’s iPad Pro is a formidable contender in the tablet market but is often seen

as overpriced.”

● “BTS’s album ‘Map of the Soul: 7’ showcases their evolution as artists, touching

upon themes of self-reflection and growth.”

● “The video game ‘The Last of Us Part II’ is a narrative powerhouse, though it

polarized fans with its bold storytelling choices.”

● “The ‘Alpine Lodge’ offers a cozy winter retreat with stunning mountain views, but

its in-house dining options are limited.”

● “Dua Lipa’s ‘Future Nostalgia’ is a refreshing blend of pop genres, echoing past

eras while sounding unmistakably modern.”

● “The novel ‘The Night Circus’ by Erin Morgenstern paints a mesmerizing picture,

though its plot occasionally meanders.”

● “Samsung’s Fold series pushes the boundaries of smartphone design but raises

durability concerns.”

● “The documentary ‘Our Planet’ is a visual spectacle that underscores the urgent

need for environmental conservation.”

● “The ‘Zenbook’ series by Asus strikes a balance between portability and

performance, appealing to both students and professionals.”



● “Ari Aster’s ‘Midsommar’ is a haunting exploration of grief, set against the

eerie backdrop of a Swedish midsummer festival.”

● “Nike’s React series offers unmatched cushioning for runners, but some find its

design too flashy.”

● “The film ‘La La Land’ is a heartfelt homage to classic Hollywood musicals,

blending romance with stunning cinematography.”

● “OnePlus, with its latest smartphone, offers flagship features at a competitive

price but compromises on camera quality.”

● “The musical ‘Dear Evan Hansen’ touches upon pressing issues of mental

health, resonating deeply with contemporary audiences.”

● “Canon’s RF lens lineup provides stunning clarity, setting new benchmarks in

photography.”

● “The TV show ‘Breaking Bad’ remains a testament to character development,

chronicling Walter White’s descent into the criminal underworld.”
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